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Let Z denote a Sylow system of the &rite solvable group G. The system 
quasinormalizer of G, associated with Z, is the subgroup of G generated by all 
elements x such that <x> permutes with each element of Z. We show that the 
system quasinormalizers of G form a characteristic class of conjugate super- 
solvable subgroups in G. The system qua&normalizers are generally distinct 
from either supersolvable normalizers or projectors as given in the theory of 
formations. 
In this work we will give a generalization of the system normalizers of Hall [3]. 
For a Sylow system 2 of the finite solvable group G, the system quasinormalixer 
is defined to be the subgroup generated by all elements x such that (x) permutes 
with each element of 2. The system quasinormalizers will be seen to form a 
characteristic class of conjugate supersolvable subgroups of the group. This 
class is distinct from either the class of supersolvable projectors or super- 
solvable normalizers given in the theory of formations. 
By a Sylow system 2 we mean a complete set of permuting Hall subgroups 
of the finite solvable group G, a Sylow basis of 2 is a complete set of Sylow 
p-subgroups in 2 and a complement basis of 2 is a complete set of Sylow p-com- 
plements in 2: For a set of primes z-, G, denotes a Hall r-subgroup of G, while 
GV denotes a Hall +complement of G. If N is a normal subgroup of G, .ZN/N 
denotes the Sylow system (G,N/N: G, E Z} of G/N. For H a subgroup of G, 
2 is said to reduce into H if (G, n H: G, E 2’) is a Sylow system of H. This 
Sylow system of H will be denoted by Z n H. All of the other terminology 
and notation used in this work is standard, generally following that found in [4]. 
Throughout the work all groups are assumed to be finite and solvable. 
1. PRELIMINARY 
DEFINITION. The subgroup H of the group G with Sylow system 2 is said 
to be .ZquasinormaZ in G if NG, = G,H for all G, E Z. An element x is said 
to be Z-qua&normal in G if (x} is a Zrquasinormal subgroup of G. 
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An immediate consequence of the definition is that z1 reduces into each 
Zquasinormal subgroup of G. This observation along with the Dedekind 
identity gives a proof of (1) in the following lemma, while (2) is a consequence 
of the fact that whenever a subgroup permutes with each of two other subgroups 
it must also permute with their join. 
LEMMA 1 .I. Let G be a group with Sylow system 2’. A subgroup H of G is 
.Zquasinormal i?z G if and only if 
(1) H permutes with each element in the complement basis of .Z, OY 
(2) H permzctes with each element in the Sylow basis of 2’. 
The following lemma will be used extensively when T = {p] for a prime p. 
Notice that for G, EC;, if H C G, , then H is automatically (2 n G,)- 
quasinormal in G, . 
LEMMA 1.2. Let G have a Sylow system .Z with GV and G, in Z. The v-sub- 
grpoup H of G is ,?+uasinormal in G if and only if H C G, with H (Z n G,)- 
qua&normal in G, and HGli = GWH. 
Proof. If H is Z-qua&normal in G, then since 2: reduces into H it follows 
that H C G, _ Furthermore since H is Zquasinormal in G, El must be (2 n G,)- 
quasinormal in G, with HGn = GrH. 
Conversely assume the second condition holds and that G, is a Sylow 
p-subgroup in Z: Should p E V, then by hypothesis HG, = G,H. While if 
p $ YT, then HG, = G,G, n HG*, and since both G,G, and HGV are subgroups 
of G so is HG, and thus HG, = G,H. Hence by Lemma 1 .l, H is Zquasi- 
normal in G. 
An immediate consequence of the above lemma is 
LEMMA 1.3. Let Z be a Sylow system of the group G. If H is Z-quasinormal 
in G, then H n G, is Zquasinormal in G, where G,, E Z. 
Proof. Set H, = H n G, and HV = H n G”, where G, and G= are in .Z. 
H = l&H* so that HG* = H,G” and H, permutes with Gn. If p E r, then 
G, n HG, = H-G, , where G, E Z, hence H,, is (Z n G,)-quasinormal in G,* I 
The result now follows by Lemma 1.2. 
As a result of this lemma we see that if g is a Zquasinormal element of 6, 
/ g 1 = mn with (m, n) = 1, then p is also Z-quasinormal in G. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let G be a solvable group with G = (g> H, where / g ! = pa, 
for sovze prime p, and (p, / H 1) = 1. Then fop 0 < /3 < 01, (gp”} H is a s&group 
of G. 
Proof. Induct on the order of G. Let R be a minimal normal subgroup of G. 
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If (p, j R I) = 1, then R _C H. By induction <gP”) H/Ii is a subgroup of 
G/R and the result follows. 
If@, IRI) =P, th en R C (g), and R = (g”““). Hence if ,8 = 01 or & - 1 
the result follows, otherwise (gr”) 1 R and applying the induction hypothesis 
to G/R the result follows. 
LEMMA 1.5. .lf g is .Z-quasinormal in G, then for any integer t, gt is Zquasi- 
normal in G. 
Proof. Let (gi) denote the Sylow p,-subgroup of (g}. Since 
where ,& is a power of pi , (gt) will be Equasinormal in G if each of the (g$) 
are Zquasinormal in G. By Lemma 1.3 (gi> is Zquasinormal in G, so that 
we may assume that g is a p-element for some prime p and t is a power of p. 
If Gp E Z then {g) GP is a subgroup of G. Hence by Lemma 1.4, (gt> Gr is a 
subgroup of G, so that by Lemma 1.2, (gt) is Zquasinormal in G. 
2. SYSTEM QUASINORMALIZERS 
DEFINITION. If Z is a Sylow system of G, the system quasinormalizer, NG *(2), 
associated with Z’, is the subgroup generated by all Cquasinormal elements of G. 
If .Z and 2’ are two Sylow systems of G, then for some element x of G, 
2’ = .Zx = {G,,% G,, E Z}. If g is Z-quasinormal in G, then g” will be Zx-quasi- 
normal in G. Hence any two system quasinormalizers of G will be conjugate 
in G. 
Since the join of Zrquasinormal subgroups is Zquasinormal, we must have 
that NG*(Z) is a Z-quasinormal subgroup of G. In particular Z reduces into 
NG*(Z). If T is a set of primes and g is a Zquasinormal element of G, 
(g) = <gr)(gs>, where g, is a n-element of G and g, is a z-‘-element of G. 
By Lemma I .3 both g, and g, are Zquasinormal in G. Since in any generating 
set g may be replaced by g, and g, we have that NG*(Z) = (x: x is a r-element 
or x is a &-element, and x is Zquasinormal). Since a r-element which is 
Z-quasinormal must lie in G, E 2, we have that G,, n N,*(Z) 2 (x: x is a 
T-element and x is Z-quasinormal in G) = R and GT n N,*(Z) = (x: x is a 
&-element and x is Z-quasinormal) = S, where G, and GTs Z. R and GT 
permute, since R is Cquasinormal in G, thus No*(Z) = R (Gm n NG*(zl)). 
It now follows that R = NG*(Z) n G, and by the dual argument that 
5’ = NG*(ZJ n Gn. In summary we have 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let G have Sylow system 2’. Then 
(1) Z reduces into No*(E). 
(2) If GE: 2, 6 n No*(z) = ( x: x is Zquasinormal in G and .x is a 
g-element). 
(3) No*(Z) is generated by 2%quasinovmal elements of prime power ordm. 
We now show that the homomorphic image of a system quasinormalizer is
a system quasinormalizer. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Z be a Sylow system of G and N a normal subgroup of G. 
Then (N,“(Z)) N/N = N&@N/N). 
Proof. We will proceed by induction on the order of G, hence we may 
assume that N is a minimal normal subgroup of G. It is clear that if x is a 
Cquasinormal element of G, XN is a XN/N-quasinormal element of G/N so 
that (No*(Z)) N/NC N$,N(ZN/N). By Lemma 2.1, N$,N(ZN/N) is generated 
by elements of prime power order which are .ZN/N-quasinormal, hence it 
suffices toshow that if xN is ZN/N-quasinormal of order par, for some prime p, 
that there is an element y E No*(Z) with yN = xN. 
Suppose (p, / N 1) = 1. Since xN is .ZN/N-quasinormal in G/N, we see that 
XN E G,NjN, where G, E .Z. Thus we may assume that x E G, . From the 
quasinormal property of XN in G/N, we see that (x) NGP is a subgroup of 6, 
where Gp E .Z. As N C Gp, (x} Gp is a subgroup of G, so that by Lemma 1.2, 
(x} is Z-quasinormal in G and x E No*(Z)- 
To complete the proof we assume p/j N j. As XN is CN/N-quasinormal in 
G/N, G, 2 (x) N while T = (x) NGP is a subgroup of 6, where G* and G, 
are in .Z. Z reduces into T with G, n T = (x} N. 
If T is a proper subgroup of G, then by induction (NT*(Z n T)) N/N = 
NgN((2i n T) N/N). XN is (Z n T) N/N-q uasinormal in T/N, hence there is a 
y E NT*(Z n T) with yN = xN. As XN C G, , y E G, . Sinee .E reduces into T7 
we see by Lemma 2.1 that y = yrysya .*.y,,whereyi~G,andy,is(.E~T)- 
quasinormal in T, for each i. Since Gp E (Z n T), we must have for each i, 
that (yJ G* = Gp( yi>. Hence by Lemma 1.2, yi is Cquasinormal in 6. It 
follows that y E No*(C) and yN = xN. We will thus assume that T = G = 
(x) NGP. 
If N is complemented in G, we may choose a complement R of N with R 3_ G”. 
By the Dedekmd identity, R = R n G = R n (<x> iVGp) = (R n (x} N) Gp. 
G/N has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup,, hence so does R. Thus R r‘l (x> N = (y} 
and R = <y> G”. As G, = (x} N = (y) N, we have by Lemma 1.2 that y is 
,Z-quasinormal in G so that y E No*(Z). Furthermore since (x) N = (y> N, 
XN = ykN for some integer k and yk E No*(Z). Therefore we can assume 
NC @p(G). 
&/+$/r-I2 
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Since G/N has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, G/N is p-supersolvable. Thus, 
as NC Q(G), G is p-supersolvable and ] N 1 = p. It now follows that N is 
contained in the center of G, so that G, = (x) N is abelian. Should (x> = G, , 
then by Lemma 1.2 x is Z-quasinormal in G so that x E No*(Z). We may 
therefore assume G, = (x} @ N. 
If O,(G) = 1, then G, is a normal subgroup of G. By [2, Theorem 3.3.21, 
we know that G, = (y) @ N, where {y) is invariant under G”. But then 
Gp<y) complements N, which is impossible. 
If O,(G) # 1, we set G = G/O,(G). As we saw in the above paragraph, 
G, = (7) @ fl, where (7) is @ invariant in G. Since O,(G) _C Gp’, we have 
that (y) Gp complements N, which is impossible. The theorem now follows. 
COROLLARY 2.3. A system quasinormalixer covers each chiej factor of G 
whose o&m is prime. 
Proof. If (x} is a minimal normal subgroup of G of order p, p a prime, 
then x is Zquasinormal in G for any Sylow system .Z of G. The statement 
now follows by induction. 
Let ,?Y be a Sylow system of G and let C, denote the intersection of the central- 
izers of all chief factors of prime order p. For Gp E 2, set D(p) = Nc( G@ n C,). 
Ths subgroup D(Z) = n, D(p) is called the supersolvable normalizer of G 
associated with Z: As is well known D(E) is supersolvable and D(p) is p-super- 
solvable. Furthermore Z reduces into D(Z) and D(p) with G9 n D(Z) = 
G, n D(p) while D(p) I Gp, where G, and Gp are in 2 (see [l]). 
COROLLARY 2.4. A system quasinormalizer of G contains a supersolvable 
normalixer of G. 
Proof. Let G have Sylow system 2 with G, and Gp in 2. Let D(Z) and D(p) 
be as above. Since D(p) is p-supersolvable, it follows from Corollary 2.3, 
that G, n N&,, (Zr n D(p)) = G, n D(p) = G, n D(Z). By Lemma 2.1, 
G, n N&d2 n D(P)) is seen to be generated by p-elements which are 
,Y n D(p)-quasinormal in D(p). Let x be one of these elements. Since Gp C D(p), 
we conclude that (x> Gp = Gp<x). H ence by Lemma 1.2, x is Cquasinormal 
in G so that x E Nc*(zI). Therefore NG*(zI) 2 G, n D(Z) for each prime p and 
the result follows. 
The following example shows that in general Nc*(zI) properly contains D(Z). 
EXAMPLE. Letp > 2 be a prime. Set B = (a, , a2 , a3 , a4) with the relations 
aa” = [ai , aj] = a,a,a,a, = 1 (i,j = 1,2, 3,4). B is an elementary group of 
order p3. Each element s of the alternating group A, induces an automorphism 
on B by aiS = ai, . Let G = BA, be the semidirect product of B with A, . 
If V, denotes the Sylow 2-subgroup of A, , then {l} q B d BV, Q G is 
a chief series of G. 
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For p = 3, let Z be the Sylow system (1, G, B((1,2,3)), V$ of 6. a1a2: is a 
Cquasinormal element of G and no 2-element is, hence Nc*(Z) = B(( 1,2,3)), 
Since the only chief factor of prime order is G/B‘C/, we see that D(X) = 
<t1,27 3)). 
For p = 1 mod 3, let .Z be the Sylow system (1, G, B, ((1,2, 3)), V, , A,, 
BV, s B((1,2,3))} of G. In this case No*(Z) = D(Z) = ((1,2,3)). If 
S = B((l, 2, 3)), then S is a maximal subgroup of G which is supersolvable. 
Hence S is the supersolvable projector (covering subgroup) of G associated 
with .Z and S # No*(E). 
As a result of the next theorem we will see that the system quasinormalizers 
of G are supersolvable, which by the above example are generally distinct from 
those supersolvable subgroups given in the theory of formations. 
THEOREM 2.5. The group G is supersolvable if and only if G coirtcides with 
a system quasinormali~e~ of G. 
Proof. If G is supersolvable, then by Corollary 2.3, G coincides with (the) 
system quasinormalizer ofG. Let .Z denote a Sylow system of G and suppose 
G = No*(Z). In order to show G is supersolvable w need only show that the 
maximal subgroups of G have prime index. 
Let H be a maximal subgroup of G, with / G : H / = pa for some prime p. 
As H must contain some p-complement of G, we may assume that H 2 Gg, 
where G* E Z, so that Z reduces into H. By induction we may assume as well 
that the core of H is trivial, so that G = HR, where R is a minimal normal 
subgroup of C, H A R = 1, C,(R) = O,(G) = R. Furthermore since G/R s H, 
we may assume by induction that H is supersolvable. 
If p is the largest prime dividing the order of G, then HD = O,(N) = 1, 
and H = GP. Since G, E .Z’ is generated by Z-qua&normal elements of G (2.1), 
there is an element g E G, with (g) Gp = (g) H = G (the last equality because 
H is a maximal subgroup of G). Hence G, = (g) and R is cyclic, so that 
/ G : H / = / R / = p. Therefore we may assume that p is not the largest prime 
dividing the order of G. 
Let 4 > p be a prime which divides \G 1, let G, E 2 and set T = G,G, . 
Z reduces into T and iVT*(zI n T) = T. 
If T were a proper subgroup of G, then by induction T would be super- 
solvable. But then G, 9 T, so that C,(R) 1 G, . This is a contradiction, so
T = G. 
Since Z reduces into H, H = G&H n G,). Since H is supersolvable 
N,(G,) 3 El. As G, is generated by .Z’-quasinormal elements, we may pick 
g 6 H with g E G, and g Zquasinormal in G. Set L = G,(g). If L = 6, then 
as we saw earlier 1 R j = / G : H j = p and we are done. Hence we may assume 
L is a proper subgroup of G. Z reduces into L and NL*(Z n L) = 15, so that 
by induction L is supersolvable. But now No(G,) >_ L, and hence N&G,) 2 
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<H, L) = G. Again we see that Co(R) 1 G, , which is a contradiction. Therefore 
1 G : H j = p and the theorem is proven. 
COROLLARY 2.6. The system quasinormalixers of G are supersolvable. 
Proof. Let X denote the system quasinormalizer ofG associated with the 
Sylow system Z. Then N,*(Z n X) = X. 
From the theory of formations (see [5]) we know that for each Sylow system 
of G, there is a unique supersolvable projector of G into which the system 
reduces. For the Sylow system Z of G denotes this supersolvable projector 
by F(z). 
COROLLARY 2.7. F(Z) > NG*(X). 
Proof. Induct on the order of G. Let K be a minimal normal subgroup of G, 
In G[K, F(Z) K[K 3_ No*(Z) K[K so that F(Z) K I NG*(.Z). Set T = F(Z) K. 
Since T > No*(Z) and .Z reduces into T, we see that NT*& n T) 2 No*(Z). 
If T were a proper subgroup of G, the result would follow by induction. Hence 
we may assume T = G. 
Since G/K is supersolvable itfollows from Theorems 2.2 and 2.5, that 
G=No”(Z)K=F(Z)K. A s we, may assume G is not supersolvable, NG*(zI) 
and F(Z) are both supersolvable projectors ofG. Since Z reduces into both, it 
follows that No*(Z) = F(C). 
3. RELATIVE SYSTEM QUASINORMALIZERS 
We end this work with a brief investigation into the relative system quasi- 
normalizers of G. Throughout this section H denotes a normal subgroup of G 
and 6 a Sylow system of H. Solvability ofG is not necessary in this section, 
however H must be solvable. 
DEFINITION. The subgroup T of G is said to be Squasinormal in G if 
THr = H,T for all H, in G;. An element x of G is said to be 6-quasinormal 
in G if (x) is 6-quasinormal in G. 
If T is 6-quasinormal in G, it is easy to see that T n H is 6-quasinormal 
in H, hence 6 reduces into T n H. By using this fact and arguments similar 
to those needed for Lemma 1.1, it is routine to show 
LEMMA 3.1. T is 6-quasinormal in G if and only if 
(1) T permutes with each element in the complement basis of 6, OY 
(2) T pmmutes with each element in the Sylow basis of 6. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let {g} be C+uasinorma2 in G with Sylow p-subgroup (g&. 
Then (gI> is 6-qua&normal in G. 
Proof, Let Hq denote the q-complement in 6, for q a prime. Since W is a 
normal solvable subgroup of G, <g> HQ and <gl> H are both solvable subgroups 
of G. Set L = (g) H* n <gl) H = (gr) NQ(<g> n H) and L is a solvable 
subgroup of G. 
For P = 9, <g> n H = <Wh2), where (A,) C <g& and <h,) C HP (65 
reduces into (g) n H). Hence L = (gl) HP and <ga permutes with Hp. 
For p f q, (g} n H = (h&h,), where (hI) C Hg and (ha) C H, E C5. Thus 
L = (g,)<h,) Hg and (h,) is the Sylow q-subgroup of L. ally two q-comple- 
ments of L are conjugate under (ha), since h, centralizes g, , <g& is contained 
in each q-complement of L. If Lq is a q-complement of L containing Ha, then 
Lq = <&) Hq so that (Q) permutes with Hg. Hence by Lemma 3.1, the result 
fdlows. 
DEFINITION. The relative system quasinormakzev of G, No*(G), associated 
with 6, is the subgroup of G generated by all elements of G which are G-quasi- 
normal. 
With the aid of Lemma 3.2 we see that No*(G) = (x: x is 6quasinormal 
and x has prime power order}. Let N,(6) denote the relative system normalizer 
of G associated with 6 (see [3]). 
THEOREM 3.3. N,*(G)=N,*(G)N,(G). 
Proof. Observe that if x is 6quasinormal in G and y E N;;(G), then x” is 
&qua&normal in H. Hence NG(G) normalizes NH*(G) so that N,*(6) NG(G) 
is a subgroup. Clearly iVG*(G) 1 N,*(6) N,(6). To complete the proof we 
need only show that an Cquasinormal element of prime power order lies in 
either NH*(G) or in N;,(G). 
Let g $ H be an 6quasinormal element of order pa, for some prime p. For 
Hg~E5,setT=(g)H,. 
If p = q, then T is a p-group. T n H = H, , so that H, is normalized by g. 
If p # q, then H, is a Sylow q-subgroup of T, contained in H n T. Set 
Hn T=(g,)H,, where (gl) is properly contained in (g). By the Frattini 
argument it follows that T = N,(H,)(g,), so that H, is normal in T. Hence 
g normalizes H, . 
We have now shown that if g $ H, g E iVG(C5). Should g E H, then of course 
g E N,*(Q). The proof is now complete. 
COROLLARY 3.4. H n No*(G) = NH*(G). 
COROLLARY 3.5. If G is solvable and 2 is a Sylow system of G with 
Z n H = 65, then 2 reduces into No*(G). 
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